Step 5: Clip the strips in each group together and label as Round 1, 2, & 3. The groups are stacked in descending order starting with Round 3 on the bottom finishing with Round 1 on the top. The strip piecing process is designed to add each piece of fabric to the foundation papers in the sequence in which the fabric are stacked. The process is very simple if you follow the sewing order provided for each Round 1-3 on the following pages.

Preparing your Foundation Papers:

Step 1: The Foundation Sheets are stacked starting with (2) each of Foundation Sheet S6 on the bottom ending with (2) each Foundation Sheet S1 on the top. Number your papers (P-1 through P-12) starting with Foundation Sheet S1 on the top. If you don’t number the papers you will lose track of where you are in the instructions.

- Foundation Sheet SS6:b, (1) Page, [Label P-12]
- Foundation Sheet SS6:a, (1) Page, [Label P-11]
- Foundation Sheet SS5:b, (1) Page, [Label P-10]
- Foundation Sheet SS5:a, (1) Page, [Label P-9]
- Foundation Sheet SS4:b, (1) Page, [Label P-8]
- Foundation Sheet SS4:a, (1) Page, [Label P-7]
- Foundation Sheet SS3:b, (1) Page, [Label P-6]
- Foundation Sheet SS3:a, (1) Page, [Label P-5]
- Foundation Sheet SS2:b, (1) Page, [Label P-4]
- Foundation Sheet SS2:a, (1) Page, [Label P-3]
- Foundation Sheet SS1:b, (1) Page, [Label P-2]
- Foundation Sheet SS1:a, (1) Page, [Label P-1]

ROUND 1: Strips 1-12

1. Paper #1) Pair Fabric S1:a, Strip #1, to Foundation Sheet SS1, Sec 1.
2. Paper #2) Pair Fabric S1:a, Strip #2, to Foundation Sheet SS1, Sec 1.
3. Paper #3) Pair Fabric S1:b, Strip #3, to Foundation Sheet SS2, Sec 1.
4. Paper #4) Pair Fabric S1:b, Strip #4, to Foundation Sheet SS2, Sec 1.

The graphic to the right is repeated from the Round Graphics to the left. These are the strips you will work with for Round 1. The strips in the first round are glued onto the backside of each Foundation Sheet SS1- SS6.

NOTE - Tracing: It will help you position your strips if you trace the dashed lines on the back of your Foundation Sheets.

Step 1: Place a small amount of fabric glue on the backside of the paper under Sec. 1.

Step 2: Place Strip P-1 [Fabric S1:a] wrong-side-up on your table along the edge of Foundation Sheet S1 (labeled as 1) as shown. Find the diamonds on the Foundation Sheet S1 labeled as Sec. 1.

Step 3: Lift the foundation paper, slide the fabric under the Section 1 Diamonds and adhere the paper to wrong-side of the fabric.

Step 4: Repeat Steps 1 to 3 for each of the Foundation Sheets SS1 through SS6.